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(Mankind today is passing through a critical phase when all aspects of the universe seem to be in a
conflicting mode and the quest for harmony is far greater than ever. It is in this background that the profound Vedic
vision can offer fresh insights for future possibilities. This exposition is a modest attempt in the same direction).
I
The present paper intends to explore and expound the Vedic idea of inherent synergy between the gross
(embodied) and subtle (disembodied) levels of existence. The scope of this exposition is mainly restricted to the
Vedic sources in original, i.e. the four Vedic Sahitās, Brhmaas, rayakas and the Upaniads.1
II
Veda is the most ancient available literary document2 of mankind and it proclaims that life is a divine
opportunity. It exhorts all human beings as the sons of immortality 3 and enunciates that there is complete
coordination among all aspects of existence in the universe. The Vedic principle of ta4 represents the sublime
inviolable moral regularity of cosmos as also the inner harmony and order of a man‟s conduct. 5 Accordingly, it
signifies that there is a parallelism between the embodied human being and the disembodied cosmic existence. The
same is suggested by an off-quoted (but anonymous) dictum of Vedic interpretation, that the human body is a micro
model of the macrocosm: yat pie tat brahmāe. It needs to be noted here that the word “pia” means “body”
and “brahmāa” stands for “the cosmos”:
“In Sanskrit religio-philosophical literature, pina and brahmāa are used as a pair to speak of everything from an
individual to all the creation around him.” 6
It means that just as the human body is an abode of the individual self, similarly the entire cosmos is the
abode of Supreme Self.
The earth is whose base (foot or prama), the midspace
whose belly, and who has made the sky his head, to him,
the Eldest Lord supreme, let our homage be.7
From this point of view, anyone who aims to resolve all sorts of conflicts 8 and attain harmony, has to
begin with the immediate rather than the mediate, proximate rather than the remote and visible rather than the
invisible. There is no doubt about the fact that the most immediate reality for everyone is one‟s own personal
experience, and the real conflict is also not with others, but with oneself. It is so because the seeds of conflict or
amity are actually rooted in the mind of an individual and if the mind is attuned in such a manner that there is no
intra-personal disturbance, then inter-personal disputes will automatically be dissolved. Consequently, a harmonious
complementarity between bipolar opposites such as untruth and truth, darkness and light, mortality and immortality
will also be accomplished. In other words, if we aspire to achieve global peace, then first we have to be at peace
within ourselves.
III
It is in this background that the Vedic view propounds a complete, cohesive philosophy of life in which
body, mind and the sense organs of a person are all working in complete cooperation for a healthy and happy living.
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Vedic Sahitas abound in such prayers where not only the physical health is aspired for, but the mental strength
and spiritual power is also sought as follows:
Whatever distressing lacuna I have in my vision, in my
heart or in my thought, may the Lord Supreme remove that.
9
May gracious to us be He, who is the Lord of the whole universe.

It must be re-iterated that to accomplish this goal of perfect harmony, one has to begin with one‟s own self,
i.e. to control and contain negative emotions such as anger, greed, hate and jealousy, as is manifested in following
Vedic prayers:
May I never be swayed by (my weak impulses like) aversion.

*
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* * * * * * * * *

Let no one so ever hate us.11

On the other hand, positive feelings such as universal empathy, global concord and cosmic goodwill need to
be strengthened as is expressed in the following Vedic verses:
May there be proper understanding with
our own people, proper understanding with strangers;
O twins divine (Aśvinau), may both of you develop
proper understanding among us here.12

*

* * * * * * * * *

I hereby bring about unity of your hearts and unity of
minds, free from malice. May each one of you love
the other as a cow loves its new-born calf.13

*

* * * * * * * * *

Let my mind be always enlivened by noble
and righteous resolves.14

It is also noteworthy here that the Vedic view is not prescriptive, it does not enjoin one to act in a certain
way, rather it directs one for self-motivation and exhorts to first elevate oneself through auto-suggestions like the
following and then seek divine help for the same:
O evil thought, go far away, why do you suggest abominable things. Get away ! 15

*

* * * * * * * * *

Whoever, our hostile kin or an outsider, wants to destroy us,
May all the Devas discomfit him!16

IV
There is no denying the fact that universal conflict between evil and good, ignoble and noble is eternal.
There are several depictions of this constant struggle 17 in the Vedic literature which narrates it in the form of a battle
between divine and demonic forces (devasura-sagrāma).18 But actually this struggle is only metaphorical in the
sense that there is an inner essence to the literal depiction; it emphasises upon the supremacy of right over wrong,
light over darkness and immortal spirit over mortal physicality. 19
More importantly, this tussel is not only in the outer physical world, but also in the inner mental space of
every human being, so the Vedas propose an optimistic outlook according to which truth always prevails over falsity
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and light over darkness; that is why an alert human being crosses over from untruth towards truth 20 and there is
always a transition from darkness to light:
Darkness is replaced with the luster of light.21

It is this positive message of Vedic sources which can guide humanity in its search for a holistic
development and also provide an everlasting link between both the realms: personal as well as global. Therefore, the
well-known Vedic prayer for cosmic peace actually culminates in an explorative journey for self-enrichment:
May the sky be peaceful; may the mid-space be peaceful;
may the earth be peaceful; may the waters be peaceful;
may the annual plants be peaceful; may the forests be peaceful;
may all the bounties of Nature be peaceful;
may the knowledge be peaceful;
may all the things be peaceful; may there be peace and peace only;
may such a peace come to me !22

The ultimate phrase of this prayer “may that peace come to me which is pervading the whole cosmos” is
actually the clue for resolution of all inner conflicts. It means that there is peace throughout the external world,
provided there is peace within one‟s own heart since no idea of harmony can be actualized if one is mentally
disturbed.
According to Vedic view, a human being is the most fortunate one, who, inspite of possessing several
animal instincts, can overcome all of these and transform himself totally, so much so that his ascent and upliftment
can take him to the level of divinity. 23 In a gvedic verse, six such embodied animal instincts are desired to be
thwarted:
O Lord of resplendence, destroy the evil feelings, whether these come
in the fiendish garb of an owl, or of an owlet, or of a dog, or of a wolf,
or of a falcon or of a vulture.24

These six negative attitudes respectively symbolize six creatures other than human beings such as follows:







darkness
anger
jealousy
lust
pride
greed

<->
<->
<->
<->
<->
<->

owl
owlet
dog
wolf
falcon
vulture

Significantly it is implied herein that such degrading inner instincts are more harmful than the external
enemies, because these endanger the saner aspect of humanity. At the same time, it is only given to the human
beings that they can first distinguish between good and evil and then overcome the later by strengthening the former.
So, it is envisaged in Vedic sources that the finest formula for resolving a conflict between vice and virtue
begins from within each one of us; those who know their immortal inner being, they are truly the knowledgeable
ones, because only they are capable of realising the essence of Supreme global power:
They who recognize the Lord Supreme in Purua (the embodied man),
they know the Paramehi(the Lord of the highest abode).
He, who knows the Paramehi and he who knows the creator (Prajpati);
Those who know the eldest Lord Supreme (Jyeha Brahma),
they come to know the Skambha (the support of the universe).25

V
As already mentioned, human body is held to be the microcosm and is stated to be the sacred substratum of
immortal spirit in Vedic view. It is said to be the most coveted creation of the divine:
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Having fused the mortal man complete, the divine forces
entered the human form.26
*

* * * * * * * * *

For all deities are dwelling within (the human body), as cows stay
in a cow-stall. 27

The human body is ordained as the first and foremost means for fulfilling one‟s obligations 28 to oneself, to
the family and society at large; it is held to be the most superior model of complementarity and coordination among
its different parts. It is therefore held to be a sacred dwelling for different divine faculties:
With eight circles and nine gates or portals impregnable
is the castle of the enlightened ones.
Therein lies the golden chest, conductor to the
world of bliss-encompassed by brilliant light.
(a, see Taitt. rayaka (1.27, 2-3)
(tvak=skin; asrak=blood; mānsa=flesh; meda=fat; asthi=bone; majjā=marrow; śukra=semen and oja=glow), (Nava
dvārā = Nine portals- seven in head: 2 eyes, 2 ears, 2 nostrils, 1 mouth opening and 2 below for urine and feces).29

In another Vedic verse, it is stated that thirty three gods have entered the human body, just as these divine
forces have formed the cosmic abode of the Supreme Self. 30 Therefore, he who knows this body (pia), verily
knows the cosmos (brahma).
The significance of human body in Vedic tradition is beautifully delineated in a narrative of Aitareya
Upaniad as follows:
When the creator was requested by the gods to provide them with an abode through which they could enjoy food etc.,
he first brought a cow‟s body before the divine forces to inhabit, and they disapproved of it. Thereafter he brought the
body of a horse, but the divinities did not like it too. Finally the lord brought human body and they all shouted happily:
This is perfect, this is good. Then he asked all the divine forces to enter different parts of the human body.
Fire becoming speech entered the mouth. Air becoming breath entered the nostrils. Sun becoming sight entered the
eyes. Directions becoming sound entered the hearing organ. Herbs and plants becoming hair entered the skin. Moon
becoming mind entered the heart. Death becoming exhalation (apāna) entered the navel. Water becoming semen
31
entered the generative organ.

It is therefore, that the human body represents the whole cosmos; it needs to be respected and cared for, but
only as a means to the ultimate goal of self-realization and not only as an end in itself. The value of mortal human
body lies in the fact that it is an abode of the immortal self. The same is succinctly stated in the Kaha Upaniad as
follows:
Know this Self to be the rider, the body to be the chariot,
the intellect to be the charioteer and the mind to be reins.
The senses are the horses, and the sense objects are the
path on which they run. One who is united with the self,
the sense and the mind is called the enjoyer.32

The Veda proclaims that human life is a rare gift wherein all the three regions of the cosmos are
represented; the highest or uppermost part of human body is in fact the parallel of the celestial sphere, the middle
portion symbolizes midspace while the lower part indicates the terrestrial earth. Anyone who realizes the spiritual
secret of this splendor bestowed upon him in the form of human body, will not only be enabled to live a life of
harmony amongst all parts of it but will also experience amity amidst the variety of existence within oneself; this
sentiment is echoed in the following proclamation of the Yajurveda:
O Man! I lay heaven and earth within you,
I lay midspace in you. Live the life of amity
and harmony amidst the bounties of Nature.
Help the needy, show cordiality even to those
who envy you.33
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VI
In accordance with the above, the Vedic view propounds that once the individual is at peace with himself,
he can proceed on the path of happiness for others around him. The first significant outcome of this positive attitude
is genuine gender-equality; the seemingly eternal conflict between male and female is not real in Vedic view,
because both male and female are held to be twin aspects of the same reality. As per Vedic cosmogony, the Supreme
Being divided himself in two equal halves in the beginning of creation. 34
Needless to say that one of the most disturbing problems of human existence today is the widely prevalent
gender-conflict. So, the Vedic idea of perfect parity between male and female is an important source in the direction
of cosmic harmony.35 According to Vedic delineation, there is complete equality between both the sexes; none is
better or worse half- there are just two equal halves of the same substance. 36 This is more eloquently expressed in
the Vedic marriage ceremony wherein a perfect companionship between the husband and wife is solicited; so much
so that they are said to act like a single unit, that is why both of them are designated as dampatī37 (two owners of the
house) after marriage. In fact, marriage in Vedic view is said to be an inseparable bond which is undertaken to
accomplish all the religious duties together for the welfare of family and society and ultimately for the fulfillment of
a higher goal in life, i.e. dharma (=obligation). It is not without reason then that the wife is stated to be dharmapatnī
(=lawful partner in sacred rituals, since she occupies a more exalted status in the familial role), while the husband is
held to be merely a ghapati (=householder).38
VII
This brings us to the point of pleasure and good, desired and the desirable, i.e. preyas and śreyas to use the
Vedic terms. The Vedic view does not deplore enjoying the physical pleasures of life but exhorts the humanity to
practice restraint in every field of life; this restrained and regulated conduct at micro and macro levels is expressed
through the terms ta and satya in Vedic philosophy. Accordingly, ta represents cosmic order at the global level
while satya suggests moral strength at the individual level; both of these principles are stated to be originated from
the blazing tapas39 (=spiritual fire, purifying and refining human nature 40) of the Supreme. It is re-affirmed in
Atharvaveda that ta, satya, tapas and many more such values are lodged in the different limbs of the Supreme
Being (skambha):
In which part of him the austerities (tapas) abide;
in which part of him the eternal law (ta) is laid;
where the vow (vrata); in which part of him resides
the faith (śraddhā); in which part of him is the
truth (satya) well established.41

There is no doubt about the fact that the contemporary consumeristic attitude has taken us to an alarming
level of ecological imbalance while the Vedic view propounds a balance between indulgence (bhoga) and abstinence
(tyāga)42 so that there is harmony between the external Nature as well as internal nature:
Enjoy it, knowing full well that it will have to be renounced.
Do not be greedy. To whom do the riches belong?

This fine formula for enjoying the bounties of Nature without harming or exploiting the ecosphere is
another aspect of Vedic view, complementary to cosmic harmony which is expressed in such Vedic prayers as the
following one addressed to mother earth:
Whatever I dig from thee, O Mother Earth,
May it have quick growth again; Purifier,
May we not injure thy vitals or thy heart!43

Here earth is depicted as a personified form of all the natural resources which actually symbolize cosmic
existence. But the emotional bond between a human being and the earth is worth emulating. Vedic view propounds a
complete communion between man and Nature; the external as well as internal space have to work in unison
because all forms of existence are intertwined in an integral relation.
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It means that human beings across cultures should not only strive for conservation of natural resources but
also have a genuine concern and practice a sense of respect towards them. In fact, the totality of an inclusive view is
much more relevant for cosmic harmony than the fragmented approach being adopted today. The traditional Vedic
view in this regard is that the management of natural resources has to be based on inter-generational equity which is
inherent in the Indian notion of three debts, i.e. atraya.44 The same is very beautifully described by contemporary
thinker in following words: “We have not inherited the land from our ancestors, we have borrowed it from our
children.”45
It is noteworthy that empathy for fellow-beings is the cornerstone of cosmic harmony, so the Vedic view
aspires that:
May one person protect the other.46

According to Vedic philosophy, this type of feeling has to be inculcated by one and all, since the whole
universe is just a single dwelling for all its inhabitants:
All this world is in fact the common nest.47

Therefore, Vedic prayers like the followings ones for a disease-free and healthy existence of all the
residents of this universe are but natural:
All beings around us are nourished and
become exempt from disease.48
* * * * * * * * * *
May all the living beings of this world be
free from diseases and be hail and hearty. 49

The Veda in fact even goes beyond empathy among human beings and envisages sympathy and friendship
for each and every being of the cosmos:
May all the beings look at me with friendly eye.
Thus may we all be looked at with a friendly eye. 50
* * * * * * * * * *
Among those, whom I see and those,
whom I do not see, may you cultivate
friendship for me.51

It is in this background that welfare of bipeds as well as quadrupeds is desired for at several places in the
Vedas:
Be the bringer of prosperity to our bipeds and quadrupeds.52
*

* * * * * * * * *

May you grant happiness to our progeny and safety to our cattle.53

VIII
What follows from the above is that the Vedic view emphasizes upon an underlying unity of the entire
cosmos; all the living and non-living beings are in fact various reflections of the same Supreme Reality which has
manifested itself in many forms:
One is that which manifests in all.54
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
In every figure of his creation, the resplendent Lord has been a model. 55

Therefore, he who sees divinity in all the manifested forms of cosmos, has to respect each and every entity
thereof.
Another aspect of mutual care and concern in Vedic view is expressed through the principle of sacrifice
(yaja) which is a key concept for cosmic harmony. The principle of yaja is also operating at both the levels:
individual as well as global. The individual yaj is an internal process wherein the human body itself is the altar,
speed, sight, vitality and mind are the various priests. 56 At the cosmic level, yaja is being performed by several
forces of Nature like Sun, fire, air, water, earth and sky etc. A sense of genuine gratitude towards all these natural
forces impels one to offer his best for them, so that they too shower their choicest blessings on mankind in return.
This reciprocal gesture known as “yaja” in Vedic tradition is the secret of ecological balance and spiritual
satisfaction. The universe is created, sustained and destroyed through the cosmic principle of yaja. That is why the
Vedas proclaim “yaja” to be the best of actions57 which is said to be the fulfiller of all desires. Accordingly each
householder is supposed to observe five types of daily yajas through which the supreme knowledge
(brahmayaja), divine forces (devayaja), ancestors including one‟s parents (pityaja), fellow human beings and
the guests (nyaja or atithiyaja) as well as all other living beings (bhūtayaja) are propitiated.58
IX
Another significant concept of Vedic philosophy is the triple interpretation of all its verses, namelyspiritual (dhytmika), atmospheric (dhidaivika) and material (dhibhautika). It implies that there is an
inherent amity amongst the grossly physical, the supra-physical or the middle and last but not least, the subtle
spiritual level. Accordingly, whatever takes place within oneself, is known as adhytama,59 i.e. the self, mind,
sense organs and vital air etc. which are dwelling within the body are included in this category. But the same
divine forces which have been interpreted as adhytma earlier, can also be explained as adhidaivata when they
are pervading the external physical world. So the Sun, moon, air, planets, sky etc. – these are all dhidaivata in
nature.60 The third term adhibhta denotes all other living beings, who represent these divine forces at gross
material level.61 For example, fire can be interpreted in these three ways such as follows:
(i) from adhytma point of view, it is speech within the body
(ii) at the adhidaivata level, it is the subtle, deified fire as also the physical and visible fire which burns
(iii) from adhibhta aspect, it represents the embodied speaker62
This provides for an integral insight into the comprehensive vision of Vedas and also paves a path for a
broader understanding of the text within its proper context.
X
To sum up, it may be said that the Vedic philosophy presents a holistic vision of the universe in which the
individual as well as global realms are held to be two ends of the same single thread. From this point of view there is
an essential unity between the two levels of existence since an embodied individual being is held to be the micro
model of the disembodied macro-cosmic universe. Accordingly, whatever takes place at the personal level, does
definitely affect the universal existence. Therefore each one of us is potentially capable as well as morally
responsible for our own individual state of being and also of the world around us. Let us then conclude by the
following Vedic verse wherein universal goodness is sought:
O Gods ! may we listen with our ears to what is good,
and, O Holy Ones ! see with our eyes what is good;
and may we, with firm limbs and bodies,
offering praise-songs to you,
enjoy the divinely ordained term of life. 63
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51
Yāśca paśyāmi yāśca na teu mā sumati kdhi. Atharvaveda, 17/1/7
52
Śa no bhava dvipade śa catupade. gveda, 10/85/43
53
a na kuru prajbhya abhaya na paśubhya.Yajurveda, 36/22
54
Eka vā ida vibabhūva sarvam. gveda, 8/58/2
55
Rūpa rūpa pratirūpo babhūva. gveda 6/47/18
56
Vgvai yajasya hot, cakurvai yajasydhvaryu, pro vai yajasyodgt, mano vai
yajasya brahm. Bhadrayaka Upaniad, 3.1.3-6
57
Yajo vai rehatama karma. atapatha Brhmaa, 1/7/3/5
58
Adhyāpana brahmayaja pityajastu tarpaa.
Homo daivo balirbhūto nyajo‟ tithi pūjana. Manusmti, 3/70
59
Tadetat catupd brahma vk pda pra pda, caku pda, śrotra pda
ityadhyātmam. Chāndogya Upaniad, 3/18/2
60
Athādhidaivata agni pādo vāyu pāda
Āditya pāda diśa pāda ityadhidaivata. Chāndogya Upaniad, 3/18/2
61
Yasya sarvāi bhūtāni śarīra…..ityadhibhūtam. Bhadārayakya Upaniad, 3/7/15
62
Shripad Damodar Satavalekar, Vaidik Vykhynaml, (Hindi), (Swadhyaya Mandal, Pardi, n.d.), pp.1-5
63
Bhadra karebhi śuyma dev
Bhadra paśyemkbhir yajatr
Sthirairagair tuuvnsas tanbhir
Vyaśema devahita yad yu. Smaveda, 1874
[[[
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